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Secondary joining
The secondary binding is what makes your single row a textile, by joining the first row to the second
row. What we have done so far is the primary binding. For joining, the primary binding stays the same,
we just add the secondary binding steps to our counter clock wise movement around our thumb, by
picking up the first row's loop/s and keeping them on the needle, while going through with the primary
binding motions.
For Oslo the secondary binding is very straight forward, you pick up the left side edge loop (from right
to left/from the middle of the row towards the edge), keep that loop on the needle and then perform the
primary binding as usual.
For York we pick up two loops, as in the top picture
(here we have already joined the rows once). The
loops are picked from the front backwards, towards
your thumb (the direction the needle is pointing int he
second picture), and the first loop (the loop to the
right in the picture) is a free loop on the first row, the
second loop (the left) is a loop already joined, which
is why the thumb loop have already hooked it. So to
compare to the Oslo stitch, Oslo would only pick up
the loop to the right (a "fresh", unbound loop), while
York pick up both the free loop and one already
joined.
In the beginning it can be a bit tricky to hold the loop
on your needle while doing the primary binding, but
you will soon get used to it. The further you get, the
joining will stabilize your work, and make it easier. If
you still have problems, it can help you to adjust the
tension, use a shorter or longer needle, or try a
different thickness of yarn and to relax and have fun.
Experimenting with different secondary bindings for
the same primary binding, will give you different
results, and many varieties of stitches only differ in
the secondary binding, so beware of this when trying
new varieties. It might be a stitch that you already
know, with a different secondary binding. Have fun
and experiment with different bindings, and there will be no end of possibilities.
To increase and decrease, when making hats, mittens, etc, you simply catch the same loop twice in the
secondary binding to increase, and catch two/three or more of the previous row's loops to decrease. Just
as you would do in crochet and knitting.
For updates on this instruction, contact, help and other instructions, please visit my web page:
www.annotherday.com and go to the research/workshop page.

